
Dispute Resolution
Dispute resolution is essentially strategic risk 

management. Assess, quantify, manage and 

resolve the risk is the approach we generally 

adopt. And resolution must align with the 

client’s objectives. 

This approach applies whether you are bringing 

or defending multiple similar claims or involved 

in a single issue dispute. It applies if you are 

challenging third party use of your IP,  are 

defending a negligence claim or investigating a 

fraud.

Resolution does not of course mean that you 

will fully achieve your objectives; rather it means 

that you make informed choices which seek to 

optimise the chances of positive outcomes and 

avoid really poor outcomes. 

Our team brings a commercial perspective 

and versatile approach to dispute resolution. 

The commerciality ensures that overall 

business objectives are at the core of 

thinking so that commercial or reputational 

ramifications beyond an apparently narrow 

issue are considered. Versatility means that 

we consider different approaches to disputes. 

In collaboration with our clients, we seek to 

devise the best tactics for the case in hand, be 

that mediation, senior business to business 

discussions, messaging through various 

channels or running the case. 

We are routinely involved in complex, high profile 

commercial court litigation so our skills and 

knowledge are attuned to the judicial trends 

of the moment. We are frequently retained 

by international clients on multi-jurisdictional 

disputes which involve providing strategic 

guidance driven by the different systems of rules 

and practices worldwide. 

We represent domestic and multinational 

companies across a range of sectors including 

financial services, energy, health, technology, 

insurance, construction and the public sector.

Our specialist practice groups have niche 

expertise in insolvency, banking, intellectual 

property, competition law, public administrative 

law, aviation law, fraud, investigations and child 

care law.
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“A Strong will to win”

“Always responsive... extremely commercial”

What Others Say About Us

About Us
Our advice is grounded in wisdom gained by 

combined experience. It is commercial and 

strategically informed. We deliver it quickly and 

clearly. This approach is how we make a valuable 

and practical contribution to each client’s 

objectives.

We have 80 partners and offices in Dublin, 

London, New York and San Francisco. 
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